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FIGURE ..... ' 
·1. Schematic arrangement of the opti·cal svstem. 
The kev is: Ml and M2, front surface 
mirrors; SL~ Ge Bo #18A rihbon fiiament 
microscope illuminator hulb; Ll 9 L2 9 L3, 
and L4s 112 mm focal length lenses_; Mo, 
motor calibrated to revolve at 1 cycle per. 
second; E9 an episcotister~ a slotted 
· cardboa~d disc 18 inches in diameter; Pl, 
. focused image of the filament; Fl and F2, 
Wratten neutral den.~!tv fi~tersb Al and 
A2, ape1rture stops stlhtendjJ_ng 3 6n of 
visual angle; L5 and L6, 74 mm focal length 
lenses; OB 9 specially constructed observat·ion 
booth for observers. 
2. Test field luminance (log mL) vs cycles per 
secondo Bach curve represents the data of' 
one observer. The luminance of the 
comparison field was 19.3 mL. 
••• 1V. 
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3. Test field luminance (log mL) vs cvcles per 22 
second. Each curve represents the data of 
one observero The luminance of the 
comparison field was 38o5 mLe 
4. Test field luminane@ (log mL) vs cvcles per~ 
secondo Eaeh cu~v~ represents the data of 
one obseTve~o The luminance of the 
comparcison f ieJl.d t11as 61o0 mL. 
. 
S. Test field luminance (log mL) vs cycles per 
secondo 'Each cu~ve.repxesents the data of 
one observer. The luminance of the 
comparison field was 76.8_ mL. 
24 
26 
,6. Test field luminance (log mL) vs cycles per 28 
secondo Each curve represents the data of · t 
one observer. The luminance of the 
comparison field was 96o7 mLo 
Test field luminance (log mL) vs cycles per 
secondo Each ,cur~~ represents the data of 
one obseiver6 Th~ luminance of the 
comparison field was 12108 mlo 
30 
.··.,.,. 8. 
(• . ... Test field luminance (log mL) vs cvcles per 
· secondo Each curve represents the data of 
one observero The luminance ·of the 
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Test field luminance (log mL) vs cvcles per 
second. Each curv~represents the data·of 
one observero Comparison field.luminance for WM trJas 60 mL; for GH$) 67 mlLo 
Test field luminance (log mL) vs cvcles per 
Each curve represents the data of 
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· . ·, · ·The present study is an investig·ation of -the vari·ab-
les :whici-. mav· proau~e or influence multiple pulse .bright-· 
' 
ness enhancement at low luminance levelso Brightness 
· enhancement is the"· term used as a label for the observation 
that ·a light flickerf~g under certai~ conditions will 
appear brighter to an observer than a steady light of 
equal luminance. Investigators of brightness enhancement 
have tended to focus on either a retinal explanation using 
dat~ s·howing that the duration of a pulse· qetermines the 
magnitude of the enhancement effect ,,or a central explan-
ation using da~a showing that the rate of intermittency 
of the pulses det~_rmines the magnitude of the enhancement 
effect. Whether either of these approaches provide an 
entirely adequate explanation of brightness enhancement 
o.r not has not been satisfactorily demonstrated. This 
circumstance mav, ·in part, be due to methodological diff .. 
iculties which have made interpretation of many of t-he 
investigations of brightness e.nhancement questionable. 
The present study attempted to resolve the import~nt meth .. 
odological differences of two earlier studies which had · 
produced conflicting results by using- the general method 
of the one study to collect data at the luminance levels 
investigated in the other study. 
. ' 
·Two observers matched the brightness of a flickering_ 
test stimulus at each ,of 84 combinations of luminance 
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field which was kept constant at each -of the seven lumin-
ance levels used in the study. 




Circular·test and comparison stimuli subtending 3°6 1 
,, 
Visual angle were presented.under haploscopic viewing 
conditions by using a two channel Maxwellian view. The 
·-
results of the study were that: 
(1) No one rate of intermittency .consistently pr,d-
uced either maximum enhancement or any other effect on 
the magnitude of the enhancement e·f f ect •. 
11 
(2) Luminance level and pulse length generally com-
. bined to determine th~ magnitude of enhancement accoJ:ding 
(i-' 
\ 
to the relationship known as the Broca~Sulzer effect. 
(3) Regardl·ess of other factors, increasing the lum-
inance of the standard generally increased the magnitude 
of enhancement. · 
(4) Generally speaking, increasing rate of intermitt--
ency at any luminance level decreased the magnitude of 
enhancement. 
It was concl_uded that, although this study gives 
evidence for a Broca-Sulzer effect but no rate of inter-
v. 
mittency effect in multiple pulse brightness enhancement, 
a complete explanation of brightness enhancement a·imost 
certainly wi-11 involve consideration of data t1hich it has 
not been possible to collect using the methods· of this 
-and similar studies. 
. " 
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:. The problem ·of brightness enhancement has been stud-
. · Hb 
•1 - • ied ··bv the use }Jf tw.o somewhat different methods, each_ of I ., 'IL. .. . 
' . 
. ' ·., 
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which has produced a characteris.tic -type of data and has' 
tended to support an associated theoretical interpretation 
of its data. The one fact common to both methods has been 
that a light source presented for a short duration. usuallv 
less than.200-msec., will appear brighter to·an ohserver 
than an equallv bright source presented-either steadilv 
or f o( a duration great-~r than 200 msec. One m.ethod used 
for the studv of brightne~~ enhancement involves the com-
parison of a single brief pulse of light from a test source 
to a long duration pulse or continuous presentation from 
a standard light source. Data collected using this single 
pulse method suggest t~at, given that the single pulse is 
b 
brignt enough for the enhancement phenomenon to occur and 
is long enough to be effective in prodt1cing the pb,,enomenon, 
the .amounat of brightness enhancement he,,ond the luminance 
of the standard source will he a function of the duration 
of the pulse, a pulse hetween 50 and 75 msec. heing max-
, . .! 
\ ·~ 
imallv effective at luminance levels between 100 and 
1000 mL. This relationship, called the Broca-Sulzer effect 
after its discoverers (Broca and Sulzer, 1902), varies 
' 
with luminance in tQat a somewhat longer pulse will prod• 
uce maximum enhancement for luminances greater than 1000 
mL or less than 100 mL. The second method used in the. 
'' 
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study of brightness enhancement, the multiple"pulse method, 
. .. 
,, 
, involves, as the name sug,gests, the comparison
1 
of a train 
of short duration pulses· to a train of longer dura,ti-on ,, 
·pulses or to·a steadv presentation of a test source equal 
in b·rightness to the flickering- source. The multiple pulse 
method has so far bee~ used to test certain aspects of the 
Alternation of Response tb;Jorv (Bartlev, 1938b). In this 
I 
theory, Bartley_-_gives a centralist explanation, suggesting 
that the repetitive rate of pulses is the critical factor 
determining the amount of brightness enhancement, with 
maximum enhancement produced by a pulse rat~ of 10 cps. 
) . 
· · Since this maximally effective 10 cps rate corresponds to 
the cortical alpha rhythm, it is suggested that brightness 
enhancement mav he explainable in terms of a svchronous 
alpha enhancement effect. However, a simpler explanation 
of Bartlev's data mav be suggesterl bv a closer look at 
one aspect of his methods. 
Metlav (1967) reviewed the procedures used by Bartlev 
in his investig~tions of brightness enhancement and found· 
that enhancement is maximum at 10 cos if one other condit-
l 
ion is met as it has been in most of Rartlev's work. The 
pulse-to-cycle fraction (PCF) of .5 combined with a 10 cps 
... 
,. 
rate produced maximum enhancement. The interesting char1act-
eristic of this particular combination of PCF and rate is 
-
that it produces a 50 msec. pulse, the particular duration 
which is.most effective in producing maximum enhancement 
·-. in· ·the Broca-Sulzer work,~ This fact led Met lay to suggest .. 
I • )._,d ' 
'' 
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that the ·enhancement P~,enQmenon seen bv Bartley might well 
., l . ' . 
be nothing .more than a Broca-Sulzer eff~ct appearing iri 
. ' 
the multiple pulse procedure. Since no verv elegant theor-
ies comriarahle to the ~1.ternation of Response theorv had 
. 
resulted from tre single pulse work, Metlav went on to 
propose a retinal theorv of hrigh.tness enhan_cement hased 
on the Broca-Sulzer data and on data concerned with single . 
.. 
I 
unit responses of visual receptors in Limulus {Miller, 
Ratliff, and Hartline, 1961). However, Bleck (1968) used 
a multiple pulse procedure to generate data which he at 
first considered to he supportive of Bartley's theory and 
would to a large extent explain brightness enhancement in 
terms of central processes rather than the receptor phen-
omena favored bv Metlav. Bleck's thinking has changed 
several times since this studv was initiated. I will dis-
cuss the final revision of Bleck's dissertation more 
.fullv in the discussion section below.\ The studies of 
. 
Bleck and Metlav are not direct1,, comparable for certain 
methodological reasons. 
Metlay's studv investigated a wide range of luminance 
levels between 3 mL and 1700 mL while that of Bleck was 
a more intensive study restricted to two luminance levels 
which were approximately 10 mL and 100 mL. Therefore, only 
one of the levels used by Metlay fell within the range of 
1uminance levels used bv Bleck and while there mav he 
certain indications of the tvpe of relationship found hv 
Bleck in the data collected hv Metlav, it is not possible 
I) 
', . 
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to make anv generalizations or to determine the validity 




The present experiment is an attempt to discriminate· 
.. ' 
among these two studies bv resolving the important met'hod-· 
ological d~_ff erences hetween them. The experiment is des-.· 
igned to determine s·pecif icallv whether the amount of 
enhancement produced in a multiple pulse procedure run at 
t.he relativelv low luminance levelJ characteristic of the 
Bleck study can be said to vary with the repetitive rate 




Two different patterns of maximum enhancement are 
possible in this studv depending upon whether rate of 
- \ ~~ ' 
repetition or pul,se· duration is the critic al factor in 
determining the amount of enhancement produ~ed under 
conditions of flicker at low luminance levels. 
' . 
(1) If amount of enhancement varies with the repetit-
ive rate of pulses in accordance with the Alternation of 
• Response ·theory, maximum enhancement should occur with a 
10 cps pulse and it is possinle that lesser maxima of 
enhancement will occur at submultiples of alpha, that is, 
at rates of 5 cps and at 2 cps. If evoked cortical after-
\ 
discharges appearing at a 10 cps rate are instrumental 
in producing enhancement, it is likely. that a similar 
pattern of enhancement should appear. 
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ion as in the Broca-Sulzer effect, ·maximum enhan.cement 
, should occur with a 50 msec o or 6 cps pulse at a luminance 
level of about 100 mL. As luminance is decreased to ahout 
~,1 
., ~ .\j \, -
' ' <=.:j~ 
'10 1 mL, somewhat· longer pulses should become more effective 
and the point of maximum enhancement should shift more 
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I' T ;. 
,Method · 
. ' 
Observers·: Two observers (Os) provided the data of this 
experiment o - One observer, GH, was experienced in mal<ing . 
. ' 
brightness matches with intermittent stimuli and had full 
knowledge of the h.vpotheses of .the. experiment. This obser-
ver had normal vision. The other observer, DG, was unpra-
ctice4 in making brightness matches and did not have 
detailed knowledge ~f the hypotheses of the experiment. 
' ., 
. .J' 
~, · This O normally uses eveglasses to correct his near vision 
,,; . 
i 
f ') I 
i,i1i:, but did not find it necessarv to do so in this experiment 
because he was able to focus easilv and comforta~lv on the 
circular image in each channel with a slight adjustment 
of the final lens in each channel of the svstem. 
Apparatus: The optical svstem is represented in schematic 
form in Fig. 1. O was seated inside a speciallv constru-
cted hooth painted hlack on-the inside in orde~ to minim-
ize the occurrence of strav incident light during the 
,'-. 
experiment. O's head was immobilized bv using a frame with 
a chin rest and a laterally adjustable rest at either 
_ temp.le. The entire frame was ..-Yertically adjustable a Use 
of this frame allowed the comparison and test fields to 
be held in focus respectively at the pupil of the left 
eve and. the pupil of the right eve without introducing. 
\ . 
the phvsical discomfort aceompanving use of the more 
... 
generallv .emploved bite bar. The light" source wa$ _a Gen- ·.1••• •• 
eral Electric #18A ribbon filament microscope ill.uminator 
. -
.•· 
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Pig. 1. ~chematic arrtngement of the.optical svstem. 
The kev is: Ml and M2, front surface mirrors; SL, G. E. 
#18A \ribbon filament micros~ope illuminator bulb; Ll, L2, 
L3, and L4, 112 mm focal length lenses; Mo, motor calib-
rated to revolve at 1 cvcle per second; E, an episcotister, 
~ a slotted cardbciard disc 18 inches in diameter; Pl, focused 
image of the filament; Fl and F2, Wratten neutral densitv 
filters; Al and A2, aperture stops subtending 3°6 1 of 
visual angle; LS and L6, 74 mm focal length lenses; OB, '\... 
speciallv constructed observation booth for ohservers. 
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supply. The image in the right Maxwellian svs~em was. 
focused at a point '(Pl) at 1rJhich an episcotister was , 
' ~ placed. The luminance of each channel was controlled by 
~ Wratten neut·ral densi tv filters which could be placed , 
into. a collimated porti.on of the path bv the \experime~ter. 
Circular artificial·pupils, Al ·and A2, which we~e·ptaced 
' 
' 
at the focus of lenses LS and L6 subtended 3°6 1 visual· 
angle and were separated by about 3° vi~ual angle when 
viewed under haploscopic presentation. 0 communicated 
' 
with E bv using a set of pushhuttoh switches which con-
trolled signal lights visihle at E's station. 
CaTibration of the svstem: Determination of the available 
illuminance in each Maxwellian channel was made bv using 
_a haploscopic matching procedure (see Westheimer, 1966). 
The primary source in the left channel of the system was 
blocked off and a small opal glass screen was inserted 
in the pathwav behind the artificial pupil. This screen 
was transilluminated using a slide projector adjusted to 
a. comforta'ble level of luminance. The luminance of the 
screen was measured with a Honeywell 3°/21 Pentax expos-
ure meter. This provided ohserver GH with a measured 
circular image of the opal.glass in the comparison field 
of the Maxwellian system and a defocused circular image 
·of the filament in Maxwellian view in the right or test 
field. 0 then adjusted the right field bi, manipulating' 
1 Wratten filters until the two fields appeared to be matched 
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in brightness. The available luminance in the right f i~Jd .. 
·(_could then be cal~ulated using the measured 1'1minance of 
' 
the opal glass sereen and the total value of filters 
inserted into th~ right pathway. This procedure was repeat-
/.~ / ~h 
. ' 
ed for the left pathway.'The available luminance in the 
right (test) system ,~as ·134,000 mL; in the left (compar-




Intermittent rate and pulse length: In order to investig-
ate the effeits of pulse length and rate of intermittencv 
·upon brightness enhancement each unconfounded by the other, 
it was necessary to choose values of these variables care-
- fully so that the value of 'Maximum enhancement for the one 
· variable would not be coincident with the value of maximum 
enhancement for the other variabl'o This task was deter-
mined bv the experimenter's choi~e of the method to be 
used to produce the necessarv interm1ttencv. 
E decided to use different variations of an episcot~ 
ister to interrupt the right pathwav at (Pl) to produce 
the desired intermitteney. Each episcotister disc was a 
slotted black cardboard disc 18 inches in diameter mounted 
on the shaft of a constant speed electric motor calibrated 
t-o run at a speed of 1 revolution per second. This method 
was chosen because it allowed rate of intermittencv to 
be changed quickly and r~adily simply·~y xeplacing one 
disc ori the shaft,by another, avoiding th~ relatively 
great delay and calibration problems involved in changing 
the speed of the motor and the inherent relative delicacy 
.. ! , 
\ ' . 
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13 
·-
and unre1iabilit·y of an electricallv operated shutter in 
) 
· going from one rate of intermittency t .. o another. · 
Given the method used to produce intermittency, E 
was able to select a set of discs which did not confound· 
the hypothesized po~nt of maximum enhancement for the 
. _ .. / -- rate of intermi ttency variable with the hypothesized 
.--
·-----=-----~ __ __.... 
____.,.-----. 
,, 
' point of maximum enhancement for the pulse duration var-
~ iahle bv choosing a set of 12 discs with a pulse-to-cvcle 
' q 
•• '<, 
'fraction (PCF) of •. J, Tab.le· 1 shows the pulse lengths 
produced at the various rates of intermittency using a 
\ 
•' 
PCP of .3. As can be seen from the table, a 50 msec. pulse 
does not occur at a rate of 10 cps. This condition ful-
fills the primary requirement of unconfounding the effects 
of rate of intermittencv and pulse length. In addition, 
' 
longer pulse durations possibly of ,interest because of 
results obtained with the single pulse method at relativelv 
low luminance levels do not-coincide with submultiples of 
the 10 cps repetition rate which may be expected to prod-
uce lesser maxima of enhancement *1,CCording to t~h,e ·Alter--
nation of Response theorv. 
' . ' 
Procedu1ce~ The experimental design.called for Os to match, 
using a haploscopic viewing procedure, the brightness of 
the test field, at each of 84 different combinations of 
lumin21 .. ID1ce lewel and flicker rate, to a comparison f i.eld 
whose luminance was held constant .• The luminance levels 
of.the comparison field had been selected in order to prov-· 
' . ' 
• 
ide intensive coverage of the range of luminances used bv-
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Bleck, • from 10 mL about 100 mL and, • addition·, 1.e., to 1n 
· ·to replicate one higher luminance condition used by Metlav.~ 
. Six approximatelv ., equallv space·d levels in the range used 
,'~ 
. ~ . 
by Bleck and one higher level close to an intermediate 
level u~ed bv Metlav were accordinglv chosen. A prelimin~ 
· arv experimental session was then run to determine whether 
practice trials would be needed to reduce each O's var-
iabili tv and to find each O's test f ie1-:a stead~, match to 
·ri_, 
! \ 
the comparison field at each comparison field luminance ·~ 
() 
level. ·· 
Preliminarv session- Bach O was giv~n one preliminarv 
session which lasted about one hour and during which his 
steadv matches at all 7 luminance levels were determined. 
Bach steady match served two purposes. Since a~ O's eyes 
mi.ght have differential light sensitivity under haplosco-
~-pie viewing' conditions, the onlv appropriate wav to express 
enhancement is in terms of the phvsical value of a steadv 
field presented toDthe right (test) eve which is matched 
psvchophvsicallv bv Oto a steadv field presented to the 
left (comparison) e,,e at the desired luminance leve~. Such 
a stea·dy match is also used in the test -field at the hegin-
/ 
' ,. 
ing of each main experimental session to light adapt O 
to the luminance level used for that session. 
Any one match at a given luminance level was made 
. i '-i\~··· ....... . 
using an as~ending Method of Limits procedure.~Using this 
. procedure, O matched the test fiel9 to the comparison 
field bv telling E when to stop increasing test field 
. •.·····-··---~------ ----J -•v,,.,.., __ ._....___ ___ ,_•_., __ , ___ ·--~--
' .,-
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·luminance by removing Wratten filters from th~ right 
optical pathwav. Ten such m·atches at each luminance level -. 
were averaged to determine each O's steadv matches or 
,; 
standards. The author concluded at the end of. th·e prelim-
inarv session for ·each O that further practice sessions · 
· to reduce variabilitv would not be needed before the main 
,r· 
1 . ~ -
experimen~. 
'"' 
Main experiment- The procedure used in the prelimin-
arv session was also used i·n the main -experiment. The main 
experiment consisted of 14 one-hour sessi~ns for each o. 
Within a session the vario~s rates of intermittency were 
presented in a random order determined by E, six rates 
being presented in each one~hour session. This meant that 
O could onlv guess at the rate to which he was being exp~ 
- osed and, in anv case, did not know the phvsical value of 
the matches he was making. The order of presentation of 
· luminanees in the main experiment was deliberatelv increased 
from the lowest level to the highest level in order to 
give each O additional practice in making brightnes.s mat-
ches before attempting the higher and more difficult lum~ , 
inance levels. 
At the start of anv experimental session O was.fight 
adapted.bv viewing the-comparison field and the standard 
-in the test field for a period of 10 minutes. At the con-
"c~usion of this period B darkened the test field by inser-
ting more Wratten filters into the pathwav and simultan.: ~ 
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. spe4!d motor. O again used the ascending Method of Limits ... · 
.. 
procedure to match the test field to the, comparison field. 
' 
Ten such ~at~hes were made for "every condition (rate). E 
darkened the test field after everv match but varied t·he 
starting point as well as the sequence of removal of 
filters from the p~thwav. 
After 10 matches were recorded at the initial rate, 
·;·.··13 changed the condition bv' replacing the first episcot-
I 
. . . : 1ster d1sc with the next in the random sequence. While 
~he disc was being 6hanged, 0 once again observed the . 
standard in the test field and the comparison field in 
order to remain light adapted to the .same level. This 
procedure was designed to reduce O's variability between 
\ 
conditions .• · 
At t~e highest luminance level, 533 mL, observer DG 
expressed dissatisfaction with his previouslv determined 
standard. This standard was accordinglv changed 11ntil it 
was acceptable to O and this newlv determined standard 
value was used in the final computation of the standard 
value against which the data were compared to determine 
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Results 
Data show·ing the luminance of the test field as a 
·function of the rate of intermittencv of the test stimulus 
are plotted in Figs. 2-8. Each figure is a plot of the 
data of both Os at a specified luminance level. Each point ·. 
gon a curve is the arithmetic mean of ten brightness matches. , 
I 
'~ 
- The· mean and the standard ·deviation of all such blocks of -, 
ten observations are presented in Tables 2 and -·3···-l:n the 
appendix. Inspection of the graphs shows the following: 
(1) No· one rate of intermittency produce~ maximum 
enhancement for both Os at all luminance levels of the 
standard. Indeed, no rate of intermittency produced any 
consistent effect on the magnitude of the enhancement 
effect for both Os at all luminance levels of the standard. 
(2) Generally speaking, the luminance level to whi·ch 
the test standard was matched determined the pulse length 
which was most effective in producing enhancement. This· 
can be demonstrated hv examining the graphs to determine 
which rate produced maximum enhancement. It can be seen 
I 
~ that faster rates and, therefore, shorter pulses are more 
effective the higher the luminance level. This particular 
1 
~ ... .. • w • ·--
relationship is more easilv seen in the data of GH than 
·-"'·in that of DG because several maxima are present in the 
I :____. • ' 
data of DG at both the 134.0 mL steadv match luminance 
level and the 151.3· mL stead:v match luminance level. Note, 
I , , 
- ~ 
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Test field luminance (log mL) vs cycles per 
curve represents the data of one observer. 
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Test field luminance (log mL) 
curve represents the data of 
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Fig. 4. Test field luminance (log mL) vs cvcles per 
second. Each curve the data of 
4 
represents one observer. 
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field luminance (log mL) 
represents the data of 
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Fi1g. 6. Test field luminance (log mL) vs cycles per 
second. Each curve represents the data of one obser,,er. 
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Fig. 7. Test 
second. Each curve 
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(log mL) VS cycles per 
data of one observer. 
The luminance of the • compar1son field was 121.8 mL. 
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Pig. 8. Test field luminance (log mL) 
second. Bach curve represents the data of 
Th·e luminance of the comparison field was 
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two levels are of relative1v ··long. duration, the lesser 
~. maxima are at rates which are congruent with the general 
trend of the. relationship between maJrimum effective pulse 
length· and lumiri1ance level ·which holds for the .. remai11der 
' of the data. 
" 
· (3) Within the limits of this studv, increasing the 
luminan.ce ofq the standard resulted in a general increase 
of the magnitude of the enhan~ement effect, regardless of 
pulse length or rate of inteirmi ttency. 1fhat is, presenting 
a given pulse at a hi-gher luminance level generally resulted 
in a greater enhancement effec~. 
· (4) Although there is an exception to this, as a.rule 
it is true that incre~sing the rate of intermittencv at 
anv given luminance level decreased the effectiveness of 
' 
the pulse· in producing enhancement. 
It should again be mentioned that the point of maximum 
enhancement did not consistentlv occur\at any given rate 
of intermittency. Also, the point of maximum enhancement 
was never at 10 cps for anv group of observations; in fact, 
10 cps seems not to have ~ad anv special effect consist-
entlv. Almost the same thing can be said of the primarv 
submultiple of 10 cps although the point of·maximum enhan-
cement was 5 cps in two eases. 
As stated above, one luminance level was selected so 
as ~be considerably outside the range of the other leve1·s 
used and close to one of the intermediate levels used by 
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inside the range investigated in this study. Figures 9 
·~and 10 are plots of Metlav's dat~ for both of these levels. 
.. 
Each curve is a plot for one observer showing the relation-· 
ship between luminance of the test field and·rate of inter~: 
' 
mittency of the test sti~ulus for a PCF of .3 since a PCF 
of .3 was used in the present studv. These figures mav be 
compared.with Figs. 4 and 8 respectively. These curves 
show essentiallv that the present studv replicates Metlav 
' . 
in·its results. Observer GH is the same person in both 
cases and his judgments are quite similar to one another. 
Interestinglv enough, the data of observer DGbear some 
resemblanc(to those of observer WM in Metlav's stu~v. 
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Fig. 9. Test 
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second. Each curve represents the 
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(lo~ mL) vs cycles per 
second. Each curve represents the data of one observer. 
Comparison field l11minance for WM was 448 
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·Discussion < -
. ' ... 
,--
'I • '~ 
~is study ~as originallv intended to serve the pur-
.. pose of comparing several theories iithich use rate of 
intermi ttencv as the variable -determining magni-tude of· 
~nhancement to a tentative model based upon the hvpothesis 
~, that the variable determining the magnitude of· the bright~ 
' r 
ness enhancement eff ec·t is in fact pulse length bv deter-
, 
mining which of these alternative explanations expla1ned 
the results of this study more adequately. This comparison 
was thought to be a sµitahle method of deciding among the 
explanatory concepts because its method combined the gen-
·eral method of a studv which gave evidence for a model 
emploving the pulse length explanation of brightness 
, 
enhan&~ment with the luminance levels us·ed in a similar 
studv the results of which were more favorable to a rate 
of intermittencv explanation. The original intentions of 
this studv have been successfullv carried out since the 
results do allow one to discriminate successfullv among 
the hypotheses in terms of their abilitv to handle the 
\ dat'a. 
Of primarv interest is the fact that no .particular 
rate of .intermittencv produced anv conestent effect.on 
the magnitude of enhancement and the fact that pulse 
duration considered in relation to luminance level seems 
to -have had about the effect on enhancement which would 
he predicted if the Broca-Sulzer effect holds for data 
} 
• I 
I ' ,,. • ___ ..., 
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collected using a mult~ple pulse pro~edure. This finding 
agrees quite well with the results Metlav obtained for 
observations at. intermedi·ate and high luminance levels.s.,11-
. In. fact,. all .the resu1.ts of this study are consistent I 
with the results of Metlav's studv. 
The obvious conclt1.sion i.r1hich can he drawn is that 
the magnittide of brightness enhancement at all levels 
where -the phenomenon does occur is determined bv a sensorv 
,,_ 
mechanism which processes information about pulse length 
and luminance level.in a manner described hy ·the Broca-
~ 
Sulzer effect. Given 1 such a result it must follow that 
7 ~ the alpha enhancement hvpothesis of the Alternation of 
' Response theorv cannot he seriously considered to be of 
mu~h value in explaining the occurrence of the brightness 
enhancement pheno·mena. Bleck had reached the same conclus-
ion about the Alternation of Response theorv hut he consid-
ered that his results favored the use of ·evoked cortical 
potentials to account for brightness enhancement while· 
the present studv does not give evidence for evoked cor-
tical potentials. A word about this inconsistency is in 
order. 
· Bleck presented both the test st.imulus and th·e com-
. 
parison stimulus to the same eve of his observers while 
-·' I 
Metla'v used a haploscopic viewing procedure. The inter-
pretation of Bleck's data is therefore open to criticism 
' ./ 
because of the possibilitv that these data were influenced 
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~- -< • II from such an objection. 
. '·· 
Bleck also has not demonstrated that evoked cortical 
potentials can be used validlv ·in explaining brightness 
enhancement. Certainlv such potentials exist hut their 
involvement with multiple pulse brightness enhancement 
was n6t shown. Kohn and Salishurv (1967) had failed to 
' detect anv correlation between recordings of such potent-
ials and the magnitude of the enhancement effect. An 
,,. 
·informal observation made in the course of this study and 
that of Metlay may also bear on this point. 
An observation made repe~tedlv, if not in everv case, 
by all the observers of both the present study and the 
study of Metlav was that there was a pronounced enhance~ 
ment effect initiallv ohservahle when the test source was 
first flickered at the beginning of a hlock of trials and 
also whenever E increased the luminance of the test path-
wav in the course of· a"1 tri3.l. This pronounced initial 
effect apparentlv adapted out in a second or two and 0 
en proceeded ~o make the match on what appeared to he 
a flickering stimulus of constant nrightness. It seems 
reasonable to suppose that this momentary augmentation 
of the enhancement effect was the result of the sort of 
repetitive afterdischarge mechanism which Bleck feels is 
responsible for ·the paired· pulse data. If this is tbe case, 
Bleck may well b;e doing violence to visual mechanisms by" 
using paired pulse results to explain multiple pulse bright-
. 
•, ness enhancement since.such initial afterdlscharge effects 
:, 
I' 
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. . . 
appear to adapti' out · almost immediatelv and probahl·v matte )II . • 
no great. contribution to multiple pulse brightness enhan~ 
cement. 
I 
However, i.t .. must be said that Bleck's final conclusion 
is that,· while both the Broca-Sulzer effect and pairect 
pulse results mav he of some use in expiaining hrightness • 
enhancement, the major part of the data is still not 
accounted for and a completa explanation of the enhancement . 
phenomenon wili necessarily involve consideration of mech~ 
anisms at all levels of the visual svstem and will not be 
expressed as simplv as the current models used to try to 
explain brightness enhancement •. The present author agrees.: .. {i~<i 
.~ 
completely with this conclusion and would add that the 
data necessarv to explain brightness enhancement more 
satisfactorilv will prohahlv be the result of research 
"P 
methods fundamentallv different from those used hv Bleck, 
Metlav, and the author of this oaper. Speculation ahout 
the nature of the sensorv mechanisms responsible for the 
data of this studv must await such further experimentation 
and is outside the province of this thesis which has succ-
essfully accomplished its purpose of determining which 
of several possihle hvpotheses better describes the phen-
omena of brightness enhancement at low luminance levels • 
.; 
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Summary. 
., 
The present studv is an investigation of thevariables 
-
which mav produce or influence multiple pulse hrightnes·s 
' enhancement at low luminance levels. The present studv 
attempted to resolve the important methodological differ-
(;/" 
ences of two earlier studies which had produced conflict-
ing results by using the general method of the one studv 
to collect .data at t_he luminance levels investigated in 
the other study. 
Two obse·r~ers matched'- the brightness of a flickering 
test stimulus at each of 84 combinations of luminance 
level and rate of intermittencv to a steadv comparison 
field which was kept constant at each of the seven lum-
inance levels used in the studv. 
Circular test and 'Comparison stimuli ·subtending 
3°6 1 visual angle were presented under haploscopic view--
, 
ing conditions hv using a ·two channel Maxwellian view. 
The results of the studv were that: 
(1) No one rate of in.termi ttency consistently prod-
uc·ed either maximum enhancement or·· any other effect on 
th magnitude of.the enhancement effect. 
., (2) Luminance level and pulse length general,ly com-
bined to determine the magnitude of enhancement .according 
to the relationship known as the Broca~Sulzer effect. 
(~) Regardless of ot;.her factors, increasing the lum-
-inan~e of the standard generally increased the magnitude. 
of enhancement. 
~ \ .;: ' 
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(4) ... Generallyspeaking, increasing rate of intertnitt-
-.. 
encv at anv luminance level decreased the magnitude of . : r' 
enhancement. ., - ___ ..... J 
· It was concluded that, although this study gives 
evidence for a Broca~Sulzer effett· but.no rate of inter-
mittencv effect in multiple prilse brightness enhancement, 
~ ' 
a complete explanation of brightness enhancement almost 
. . ' ' ' 
certainlv will involve consideration of ;data which it 
has not been possible to collect using the.methods of 
\j 
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Appendix· 
rahles 2 and 3 show the mean of ten matches made bv 
both observers under all conrtitions of the experiment. 
The variabilitv around the mean is given in standard 
deviation units. The tables also show the mean and stand-
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11.6 33.S S9.·6 44.7 .63.8 Si.5 446.7 1.25 3.21 5.69 5.73 5.96 7.09 5.4.02 
.. 
19.3 39.4 40.7 40.7 46.8 47.9 421.7 1.21 3.19 6.10 5.24 6.23 6.66 56.48' 
15.3 20.2 48.4 46.2 47.3 47.9 389.0 1.09 3.53 5.27 5.61 6.23 6.80 58.43 
14.0 38.9 44.7 48.4 55.0 49.6 346.7 1 •. 10 3.17 5.38 5.47 - 6.10 6.83 57.88 
17.6 27.5 43.2 50.7 53.7 62.4 305.5 1.17 3.31 6.15 5.32 6.04 7.10 52.91 
42.2 40.3 51.9 55.0 56.9 63.1 331.1 1.14 2.98 5.27 /·36 5.96 6.63 53.06 
35.5 43.7 61.0 69.2 61.0 64.6 402.7 1.19 3.06 5.27 5.24 6.13 6.60 54.42 
' 45.6 59.6 86.1 69.2 73.3 55.0 489.8 1.08 3.07 5.55 5.24 5.90 6.75 52.56 
27.2 49.0 61.0 79.4 63.1 76~ 7 495.5 1.18 2.93 5.47 o.oo 6.13 6.89 
-53.41 
26.9 50.7 83.2 88.1 83.2 64.6 , · 4~1.6 1.15 3.04 ·s.56 5.42 5.92· 6.97 53.41 r 
45~2 
~ 55.6 82.2 7.3.3 76.7 65 !:\4 . 638.3 1.13 3.16 5.27 5.55 6.13 6.78 ', 53.41 · 
30.6 62.4 89.1 86.1 98.9 83.2 767 .4 1.16 3.25 5.47 5.27 6.24 6.66 ·52.Ql 
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Table 3 
Means and Standard Deviation·s of Brightness 























Comparison Luminance Level 
19.3 38.5 61.0 · 76.8 96.7 121.8 610.2 
30.2 53.3 106.4 106.4 134.0 151.3 · 758.6 
2.19 4.26 a.01 8.03 9.94 10.62 54.97 
20.9 32.0 80.4 .57.5 70.0 61.0 389.0 
2.16 5.27 8.20 1·. 92 ~ 10.03 10.76 53.81 
22.1 32.4 62.4 38.5 55.6 53.1 295.1 
2.32 5~29 7.45 7 .53} 9.78 11.25 55.02 
', 12.6 30.9 34.3 39.8 41.2 66.8 335.0 
2.27 3.96 7.66 7.53 9.38 11.38 53.16 .(' 
10e5 21.4 43.7 44.7 58.2 53.7 237.1 
2.22 3.98 8.15 8.02 10.48 11.48 55.02 
27.9 28.5 29.5 43.2 61.7 63.1 218.8 
2.20 3.99 8.61 7.85 10.26 11.67 57.88 
. 
11.8 21.4 33.5 35.1 93.3 103.5 188~4 
2.38 3.98 7.55 7.59 9.75 11.35 56.48 
14.0 32.4 45.2 42.2 54.3 68.4 167.9 
2.28 3.75 7.59 7.67 9.58 11.86 57.13 
11.2 32.0 35.5 55.0 83.2 91.2 192.8 
2.24 3.62 7.85 S3.07 9.41 10.89 57.53 
17.4 29.5 30.9 66.8 94.4 63.1 123.0 
2.33 3.98 8.15 8.32 10.01 11.46 56.17 
I· 
10 Mean 26.3 28.8 47.3 61.7 116.1 82.2 327.3 
. s.o. 2.22 3.81 7.55 8.15 10.10 10.54 54.92 
' 
12 Mean 28.8 27.5 43.2 68.4 · 12704 103.5 363.1 
s.o .. 2.31 4.00 7.66 8.09 9.92 10.94 57.38 
18 Mean· 28.8 45.7 89.1 112.2 130.3 162.2 323.6 
s.o. 2.18 3.96 7.95 8.02 9.87 10.47 56.83 ~ 
~ .· 
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